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NOMOQ To Attend BRADIS in Paris, June 8th.
NOMOQ will showcase its innovative can printing technology at
the 2nd Annual Brasser Distiller Solutions trade fair & offer an
exciting custom art giveaway for attendees from local artists,
Galigala Designers.

25 May, 2023 - NOMOQ, on the heels of successful participation at the Dutch Craft Brewing
Festival and Brew LDN tradeshow, will be heading to Paris June 8th to exhibit at BRADIS, the
Brasser Distiller Solutions trade fair in its 2nd year. For several years now, France has seen a
strong development in the beer and spirits industry. This includes traditional breweries and
distillers as well as newcomers on a market. NOMOQ is excited to be a part of this young up
and coming show!
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NOMOQ at the BREW LDN trade show & Dutch Craft Beer Conference 2023

Switzerland-based start-up, NOMOQ was founded in 2021 & promises beautifully printed cans
with short lead times and “NO Minimum Order Quantity” – hence the name. Their extreme
versatility and customer-centric proposition allows beverage companies of every size to flex
their creativity and produce stunning packs with almost limitless colour options and
photorealistic graphics. NOMOQ’s superb flexibility also enables larger producers to trial new
products, implement short-term event-based marketing campaigns, or run special editions with
no obstacles on batch size.
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Cans have outstanding consumer appeal, being convenient, lightweight, shatterproof, and
infinitely recyclable. With a higher proportion of new European beverages now launched in
cans, drinks producers are increasingly recognising their exceptional potential for brand-
building thanks to the sheer range of customisation options. NOMOQ’s passion is making cans
into stand-out “works of art”, through a graphical capacity that encompasses millions of colours
and shades, and several eye-catching finishes: matte, glossy or selective gloss.
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Local Parisien artists Galigala Designers will be painting a custom piece of artwork at the
NOMOQ booth at BRADIS to be raffled off at the end of the show. More details at the booth!

Impression de canettes en aluminium | NOMOQ

@nomoq.can Instagram
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